Editorial

The ASEAN Journal of Scientific and Technological Reports (AJSTR) Vol. 24 No. 3 (September–December 2021) (old name Thaksin University Journal; TSUJ) is the first issue under the name of AJSTR that is published in 2021. This issue is published 10 worth reading research articles. These exciting research articles were reviewed and answered by experts from various universities and institutions. We sincerely hope that some of the research papers will help guide and motivate our active researchers to produce and create their research more valuable shortly. The AJSTR has served our energetic readers and customers on the international level.

For this reason, all selected and accepted research articles will be written and organized in English. Furthermore, the new international editorial board of AJSTR has also been set up and started to administrate and manage all the journal’s business simultaneously. From now on, the AJSTR and a new editorial team are ready to organize, manage, publish, and deliver all good quality articles written in well organized English to the world of academic society. I would like to introduce AJSTR editorial board members as below.
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